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Farmingdale, N.Y. — Designed in cooperation with
renowned inventor Ned Steinberger, the new NS Mini
Headstock Tuner allows musicians to take advantage of an
exceptionally low-profile design, highly-sensitive piezo
pickup and super-bright back-lit display.
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As Seen on Mandolin Cafe, September 2011

It's no longer necessary that your audience need view the
tuner attached to your mandolin, guitar, electric bass,
banjo or other stringed instrument, or to even know you're
using an electronic tuner.
The miniscule design allows the tuner to hide effortlessly
behind the headstock, concealing it from your audience
and allowing it to remain mounted on the guitar inside
most cases.
Featuring a 360 degree swivel mechanism and adjustable
padded clamp, the NS Mini offers optimal viewing angles
and maximum positioning flexibility. As a result, the NS
Mini is equally at home on left and right-handed
instruments as well as on small and large headstocks,
making it the ideal choice for the widest variety of players
and instruments.
Specifications:
Compact, low profile design
Concealed from your audience
Chromatic tuning automatically senses the note
Easy-to-read, multi-color display works
Works in well-lit or dark environments
360 degree swivel
Optimal right or left-handed viewing
Durable ratchet system for secure placement
Ultra-sensitive piezo pickup
Quick response and highly accurate tuning
Fits safely in cases or gigbags
Choose to display notes as sharps or flats
Adjustable calibration: 430hz - 450hz
Automatic shut-off after 10 minutes
Size: 1" x 1"
Weight: .3 ounces
Battery: Lithium ion (included)
Suggested retail: $19.99

Planet Waves NS Mini Headstock Tuner in use on
a mandolin

Introducing the NS Mini Headstock Tuner

Additional information:
Planet Waves product page
Purchase: From Elderly
Purchase: From amazon.com
Purchase: From Dietze Music
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